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Abstract 
In this paper, the author proposes a semi-discretization n time of a nonlinear reaction diffusion equation (fast or slow 
diffusion), the solution of which may vanish or blow up in a finite time. The approximate value at each time step is 
solution of a nonlinear equation which is solved by using an iterative method. It is proved that if the exact solution 
vanishes or blows up in a finite time, it is the same for the numerical solution. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study the numerical behavior of the solution of the problem 
Ut  - -  An 1+6 =0~U p 
u----0 
u(x, O) -- uo(x) > 0 
(xEO, t>O), 
(x ~ ~t2,t>0), 
(x ~ O), 
(1.1) 
where f2 is a bounded domain in ~d; 6 is a parameter such that -1  <6<0 (fast diffusion) or 6>0 
(slow diffusion); and 0~ i> 0, p 1> 1 + 6. 
Several authors have studied this problem or analogous in a bounded domain from a theoretical 
point of view; see [3, 4, 6-8, 19, 25-29]. 
The Cauchy problem or problem in an unbounded omain has been studied in [2, 9-13, 29]. In 
particular, these authors have obtained conditions for localizations of unbounded solutions. 
Numerical results using moving mesh methods (for d = 1) have been obtained in [5] in the case 
6 = 0 when there exists a unique blow-up point. 
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The solution of the problem (1.1) may vanish or blow up in some finite time according the initial 
data: 
• If 6 > 0, p >i 1 + 6, (slow diffusion), the solution may blow up in some finite time. 
• If -1  <6<0,  1 + 6<~p<<, 1 (fast diffusion), the solution may vanish in some finite time. 
• If -1  <6<0,  1 < p, (fast diffusion), the solution may blow up or vanish in some finite time 
depending on the initial data. 
Here, we study the semi-discretization in time of the problem (1.1); it is necessary to construct 
a scheme whose solution has the same properties as the solution of the theoretical problem, in 
particular extinction or blow-up in a finite time; this is not the case for the classical schemes, for 
example backward Euler method. 
We present the results obtained by the author for fast or slow diffusion in several papers: see 
[15-19]. In the interest of brevity and clarity, the case p = 1 + 5 is more particularly detailed; 
in the other case p > 1 + 6, which is more technical, we only recall the main results obtained in 
the previous papers. We also prove the convergence of the iterative method used to compute the 
numerical solution. 
These schemes have been used to describe the evolution of temperature and density in a fusion 
reactor plasma: Numerical results for such equation or coupled equations with several source terms 
can be found in several papers of Le Roux and Wilhelmsson [20-23], in the case 5 <0 and in [24] 
in the case 6 > 0. 
An outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we recall some theoretical results; in particular, 
we set up estimates for blow-up or extinction time. In Section 3, we present he numerical scheme 
in the case p = 1 + 5 and prove that the numerical scheme has the same properties as the theoretical 
solution; in particular, we obtain the same estimates for the blow-up or extinction time. Finally, in 
Section 4, we generalize this scheme to the case p > 1 + 6. 
2. Asymptotic behavior of the solution 
For the sequel, it is more convenient to work with a transformed equation: Let v= ul+~,m = 1/(1 + 
6), r = pm; then v satisfies 
{ mvm-lvt +Av= ~v ~ (x E f2,t>0),  
v(x, O) = vo(x) (x • 
(2.1) 
where mE]0, 1[ in the case of slow diffusion (5>0)  and m E] l ,+oc[  in the case of fast diffusion 
( -1  <6<0)  and r~> 1. A denotes the operator --A of domain D(A) =Hd(f2) N H2(f2). 
Let us denote by w the solution of the differential equation: 
I mwrn-lwt : O~W r, t>O, 
(2.2) 
The solution of (2.1) is bounded by the one of (2.2); then the solution v of (2.1) exists at least 
during the existence time of (2.2), that is: 
• If m > 1 and r ~< m, a global solution exists (which may be null in a finite time). 
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• If (m< 1) or (m> 1 and r>m) ,  the solution exists at least until the time /'1 defined by 
m 
TI -- a(r - m)Ilv°llLm:~)" (2.3) 
For the sequel, we denote IIo11~--Ilvlb¢~), s>0.  
In the case of fast diffusion (m > 1 ), we assume that m satisfies the hypothesis 
d+2 
(HI) re<d_  2 if d>2 (2.4) 
which assures us continuous and compact embedding of H~(f2) in Lm+l(O). 
We recall first the results obtained in the case r = 1 for which we have more accurate results: 
In the case of slow diffusion (m < 1), Sacks [28] has proved the following results: (we denote by 
21 the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem, -Ap  = 2p, x E f2, p = 0, x E 0f2) 
If ~ < 2t, the problem has a global solution which tends to zero as t ~ +c¢. 
If ~=21, the problem again has a global solution which tends to Opl as t~ +~ (0 is a 
constant depending on the initial data and Pl is the eigenfunction corresponding to 21 satisfying 
p, >0, lip, IIL,¢~)= 1). 
- If ~¢ > 21, the solution blows up in a finite time. 
In the case of fast diffusion (m > 1), we have the following results: [19] 
- If • < 21, the solution vanishes in a finite time. 
- If ~=21, the problem has a global solution which tends to 0pl as t~+~.  
- If • > 21, the problem again has a global solution which tends to infinity as t ~ +c~. 
These results may be precised by using the functional F defined by 
1 L F(tp)-ii~oll~m+l (Ir',pl = -~p2)dx ,  VtPEHo~(I2). (2.5) 
Lemma 2.1. The application tH F(v(t)) is nonincreasin9. 
See [6, 22]. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  m < 1, • > 21 and F(vo) < O, the solution of (2.2) blows up in a finite time T* such 
that 
T*< ,n IIv011mT~ (2.6) 
1 - m -F (vo)"  
Proof. We easily obtain the equality 
d (  1 -  
IIv(t)ll~-~)- mm F(v(t)) 
and since m<l  and t~--~F(v(t)) is a nonincreasing function, we get 
IIv(t)ll:+~ ~< IIo011mm+] + 1 -mt f (vo) "  
m 
(2.7) 
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If F(vo) < 0, the right member becomes equal to zero in a finite time and so the solution blows 
up in finite time T*; we get (2.6). 0 
Lemma 2.3. If m > 1 and M <A.,, the solution vanishes in a finite time T such that 
m Il4l~,: <T<L--A Al ll~oll”T: 
m - 1 Quo) m - 1 A1 -a C(D) ’ 
(2.8) 
where C(Q) is a constant depending only on s2. 
Proof. If izl> a, we get F(v) > C(Q)(A, - LY)/A,, Yv E H;(O), where C(a) is the Sobolev constant: 
lldlil+1 G C(Q) II WI;. 
Hence, we deduce from (2.7), 
$(llv(t)ll:;:) d -~c(a)qJ 
1 
which gives us the right inequality of (2.8). 
Besides, since t H F( u(t)) is a nonincreasing function, we get 
and we deduce the left inequality of (2.8). 0 
If Y # 1, we only have sulhcient conditions for blow up or extinction. 
Let us introduce the Lyapunov functional J* defined by 
J*(q)=;/ lVq12dx- ---$ jj'+ldx, k++H;(Q)nL’+‘(Q). 
D 
(2.9) 
Lemma 2.4. The application tH J*(v(t)) is nonincreasing. 
Proof. By multiplying the Iirst equation of (2.1) by vt and integrating on 52, we get 
m /vm-1(v,)2dx+/ V’Vv,dx=c+‘v,dx, 
n Q a 
namely, (d/dt)(J*(v(t))) = -m so vm-’ vf dx < 0, which proves the result. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If (m < 1) or (m> 1 and r>m), and if J*(vo)<O, there exists a positive constant 
C, (Sz) depending only on Sz, r, m such that 
Ilwll~T; d llvoll~;; -
a(r- l)(r-m) t 
G(Q)(r + 1 )m 
and the solution of (2.2) blows up in a finite time T* such that 
(2.10) 
T* G T2 = (r + l>mG(W 
a(r- l)(r-m) II~OIIZ~ 
(2.11) 
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Proof. By multiplying the first equation of (2.1) by v and integrating on f2, we get 
m d £ £ 








d r - l£  
1 dt IIv(t)llm+l +2 J* (v ( t ) )=~7-~ v~+l(t)dx" 
function tH J * (v ( t ) )  is nonincreasing and J*(vo)<.O, we get 
d r - l£  
v( t )llm+ l ) ~ 0~-~-~ 1 dt (][ q-I vr+l(t)dx. 
the H61der inequality, since r > m, we obtain the estimate IlVllm+~r+' <~C,(O)(fa vr< dx) with 
Cl (O) = (mes ~'~)(r--m)/(m+l ). 
Hence, we deduce 
d(ll ~ r -  1 r -  m 
v(t)l[mmT~)~< - C~(f2)r~ 1 m 
and 
r - l r -m m--r m--r 
IIv(t)ll~+~ < IIv0llm+l C~(f2)r + 1 m 
which is inequality (2.10). 
So the right member becomes equal to zero for the finite time 7"2 and the solution blows up in a 
finite time T*~</'2. [] 
The next lemma gives sufficient conditions on the initial data in the case (m > 1 ) for the extinction 
of the solution. 
Lemma 2.6. / f  (m> 1 and r<.m), and i f  the &itial condition sat&ifies the hypothesis: 
~llvoll~7/, < c2(a), (c2(a)= c,(a)c(a)) (2.12) 
the solution becomes null in a finite time T such that T~, ~ T <. Te2 where 
1 m IlVollmT~ and T~2= m C,(12) ilvollmsl. (2.13) 
Te~ = 2 m + 1 J*(vo) m---Z--1 c2(a)  -  llv0llZ', 
I f  (m > 1 and r > m), and if  the initial condition satisfies the hypothesis 
r -1  
Ilvoll~£mllvo m-I I[,,+, ~< C(~2), (2.14) 
r+ l  
the solution becomes null in a finite time T such that Te, <~ T <~ Te3 where 
jr--m)/(r-- 1 ) 
c~ r -  1 r-m m-I 
Te3=TI -- T l 1 C~)m-_lllV011~ Ilvollm+, • (2.15) 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [ 19] and if r = m more precise results are obtained. 
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3. Numerical solution of (2.2) in the case r = 1 
3.1. Definition of the numerical scheme 
It is necessary to construct a scheme whose solution has the same properties of blow-up or 
extinction as the solution of the theoretical problem. 
If we consider the differential equation 
mym-lyt=~y,  t > O, 
(3.1) 
y(0) = Y0, 
the exact solution of this problem is given by 
m- 1 I m ~l/(m--l) 
y(t )= yo 1+ o~ m Yo- t) (3.2) 
In the case m > 1, if • <0, this solution becomes null in a finite time T = (m/(-~(m - 1 )))y~,-l; 
it is constant if ~ = 0 and if ~ > 0, it tends to infinity when t ~ + oo. 
In the case m< 1, if 0~<0, this solution tends to zero when t~ + c~; it is constant if ~=0 and 
blows up in a finite time T=(m/o~(m- 1))yg '-1 if ~>0.  
If At is the time step and Yn =y(t , )  the solution of (3.1) at the time level t, =nAt ,  we get 
m 
Y,+l - Y, ) = 0~At. (3.3) m- 1 ( m--I m--I 
By using this remark, we construct a scheme for the nonlinear parabolic problem (2.1) ( r= 1): 
If Vn is the approximate value of the solution at the time level tn = nAt, the approximate value of 
the solution at the time level t,+~ is solution of the problem 
m 1 Vn+l(Vm~lll -- Din-1 ) "~- AtAvn+~ = eAtVn+~. (3.4) 
m--  
3.2. Existence of the solution of the problem (3.4) 
In this part, we discuss the existence of a positive solution of (3.4) according the value v, at the 
time level t,; these results are detailed in [17] for m < 1 and in [19] for m > 1. We recall here the 
essential ideas of the proofs. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  the function v, is positive in f2, v, E C~(i2), (e E ]0, 1D and satisifies the condition 
m IIv.IIL-m< in the case m<l ,  (3.5) 
(1 - m)o~At 
then (3.4) has a maximal nonneyative solution ~ and if v is a solution, v E C2(1"]) and satisfies 
O <<. v<<. O. 
Proof. Eq. (3.4) may be written as Av,+l = f(v,+l ) where f is the function defined by 
m m-l~ m m 
f (v )= ~+ (m- -1)At  vn jv  (m- -1 )At  v (3.6) 
and f satisfies f (0 )=0.  
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In addition, the quantity 0c + (m/ (m-  1)At)v~ -1 is nonnegative since the hypothesis (3.5) is 
satisfied in the ease m < 1. So (3.4) has a constant supersolution C. defined by 
c .  = IIv.ll~ 1 + ~ /X t l l v . l l2  m . (3 .7)  
m 
Then, from a result of Amann [1], (3.4) has a maximal solution f and a minimal solution (the null 
function) and any nonnegative solution v E C2(1")) and 0<~v~<~. [] 
It is easy to verify that the problem has at most one positive solution [7, 19]. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  the hypothesis of  Lemma 3.1 are satisfied and if v~ satisfies 
m-  1AtF(v, ) < IIv~ll:~] in the case m>l  (3.8) 
m 
then (3.4) has a unique positive solution in Hd(f2) f3 C2(~). 
Proof. If v, is a positive function satisfying (3.5), we can define the functional J, on Hd(f2) by 
dn(v)=fol~Tvl2dx+f~((1 _m vm--1-- 0C) V2 dx. (3.9) 
m)At " 
We denote K= {v EHd(I2)/fo Ivl m+~ dx= 1} and consider the problem. Minv~xJ.(v)=m. 
This problem has a solution ~kn E C2(f)) which satisfies the equality 
( m ) 
A~k.= ( l _m)Atvm- l  +~ ~k.+J~(~k.)~k m. 
If m<l ,  we have J . (~. )>0 and the solution v.+l of (3.4) is given by 
m ~'/(m--l) 
Vn+' : (1 - m~tJ~(~k.)J  ¢"" (3.10) 
If m> 1, (3.4) has a positive solution, again given by (3.10) if J.(~k.)<0 and since ~O. is solution of 
the minimization problem, a sufficient condition to get this inequality is J.(v./l[ v. I I m+ t ) < 0, namely 
m 
F(v.) = (m -- 1)At IIv"ll:T'' [] 
Theorem 3.3. In the case m< 1, gq. (3.4) has a unique positive solution v~ for n such that 
t, = nat  < 1"1. 
Proof. This result is obtained by using the inequality Ilv.+, [l~ ~<c. (c. is defined in (3.7) if v, 
satisfies (3.5)). 
By induction, we obtain 
( 1 -m )l/(m--' )
I lv.tl~ ~< IIv011~ 1 - • IIv0ll~-mt. m 
if Ilvoll~<7,- [] 
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In the case m > 1, v, has not to satisfy the condition (3.5), but the condition (3.8) is necessary to 
obtain a positive solution. In order to prove that this condition is satisfied uring a positive number 
of time steps, we need the following lemmas: 
Lemma 3.4. The sequence (F(v,))n>~O is nonincreasing. 
Proof. With J, defined in (3.9), we may write 
(m m ) F(v )= (v) + i )At  vm-lv 2dx [Ivll~+~,, n/> O, 
then it follows that 
m fa " m-- 1 .L2 F(V.+l)=a,(~b,) + (m-  1)At v. qJ. dx. 
Since ~b, realizes the minimum of Jn on K, we have 
J.(¢.) < 2. ( v~ IlVnllm+~) =F(v,) m v m--I (m-  1)At  II .[Im+l 
and by using the HSlder inequality, we deduce F(v,+l )<<.F(v,). [] 
(3.11) 
Lemma 3.5. The solution v,+l of  (3.5) satisfies 
m-1 IlVnllm:~ Ilv.+, m-- I  - Il +l ~< AtF(v.) 
m 
/f m> 1. (3.12) 
Proof. From (3.10), we get 
m-1  m--1 
- I I~÷l l lm÷l  - m 
m 
AtJ.(~,) 
and from (3.11), we obtain 
m-I  -Ilvo÷lllm+l <- m - 1 AtF(v . )  m-I  - - [ [Vn  []m+l , m 
i.e., (3.12). [] 
Theorem 3.6. In the case m > 1, Eq. (3.4) has a unique positive solution for any n >>. 0 if  F(vo)<<.0, 
and if F(vo)>~O, this solution is positive at least for 
m IIv011Zl t ,< - -  - -  (3.13) 
m- 1 F(vo) 
Proof. Eq. (3.4) has a positive solution at the time level t, if (3.8) is satisfied, i.e., 
AtF(v~_l) m IIv~ll:~-I <o. 
m-1 
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By using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we obtain 
m 
AtF(v~_l) m - 1 Ilvnllm~lll [ I '  <2AtF(vn_I )
and by induction, 
m 
IIm+l m --  1 tlv  
ram1 
AtF(v._,)  m iiv llmTI<tnF(vo ) m iiVoiim  . 
m-1 m-1  
If F(vo)~<0, the right member is always negative and the solution exists for any n >t0; if F(vo)>0, 
it is negative if t ,F (vo)<(m/(m-  1))llv011m+?. 
This concludes the proof. [] 
3.3. Computation of the positive solution 
Eq. (3.4) may be written as AVn+l = f(Vn+l ) where f is the function defined in (3.6). 
In order to compute a numerical solution of (3.4), we use a result of Keller [14]. 
The function f satisfies the inequality ( f (v ) -  f (u ) ) / (v -  u)>>- M,  O <<. u <<. v<<. C, where M is 
the nonnegative function defined by 
m rn-I 
M-- ( l _m)AtV  ~ --~ if m<l ,  (3.14) 
m 2 m m 
1)At Cm-1 1)AtV2 -' 1)At(m ~ -- v; ) M = (m - (m - - ~-  (m - iiv llm-, m--I 
+or(m- l )  i fm>l .  (3.15) 
So if we define the sequence (V,+lj)j~>0 by taking v,+l.s+l as the solution of the linear problem 
Av.+l.j+l + MVn+l,j+l = f(v.+l,j) + Mv.+1,j, (3.16) 
we obtain a monotone sequence if the first iterate is a subsolution or a supersolution; it is the choice 
of v.+L0 which determines whether the sequence is decreasing or increasing. 
If we choose v.+~,0 = C., we obtain a monotone decreasing sequence. But if the constant C. is 
large, the sequence (V.+lj)j>_.0 converges lowly; so we choose v.+~,0 = v.; the sequence obtained is 
not monotone, but is converges more rapidly. In order to prove this result, we need the following 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.7. I f  m < 1, for n >~0, we have the inequality 
1 -m 1 -m tn+lv;,+l >~ tnv~ . 
This lemma is proved recurrently in [25]. 
(3.17) 
Lemma 3.8. I f  m > 1, for n >>. 1, we have the inequality 
m-- I  m- - I  v~+ I <<. 2v, . (3.18) 
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Proof, 21/(m-l)v n will be a supersolution of (3.4) if 
m 
m - 1 v~" + At(Avn - ~v.) >>. O. (3.19) 
But At(Av~ - ~v.) = (m/(m - 1 ))V~(Vm--l 1 -- V m- 1 ); hence (3.19) may be written as v~_ l >~ 0. 
Theorem 3.9. / f  V.+l,O = v., the sequence (v.+l,j)j~>o defined in (3.16) converges to v.+l. 
Proof. (0  In the case m< 1, we consider the following sequences (Wy)y>~o, (z/)j>.o obtained from 
(3.16) with the respective initial data 
WOn 
tn+l 1/(l--m) tn l/O-m) 
V.+l and Zo-- Vn. 
t. t~+l 
Since Wo is a supersolution of (3.4), the sequence (Wj)y>.o is a monotone decreasing sequence 
converging to V.+l [14], 
In the same way, from (3.17), z0 is a subsolution of (3.4) and the sequence (zj)j->~0 is a monotone 
increasing sequence converging to V.+l. 
Besides, the following inequalities hold: Zo ~< V.+l,0 = v~ ~<w0. Since the operator (A +MI )  is mono- 
tone and the application u~+f(u)+Mu is increasing, we deduce zj<<.V.+l,y<~W/, j>>.O and the 
sequence (Vn+l,j)j>~O converges to Vn+ 1. 
(n) In the case m> 1, we consider the sequences (Wg)j>~o, (Zg)s>~o obtained from (3.16) with the 
respective initial data: w0 = 2~/(m-1)v. and Zo =2~/(1-m)v.. ZO is a subsolution and Wo a supersolution 
of (3.4); then the sequences (z/)/~>0 and (Wg)/>~o are monotone sequences converging to vn+l. 
Since the inequalities Zo ~< V.+l,O ~<w0 hold in the same way as in the case m < 1, we get z/<<. V.+l,/ 
<<.wj, j> o. 
Hence the sequence (v.+l,j)/>~o converges uniformly to v.. 
3.4. Properties o f  the numerical solution 
In this part, we check that the properties of the numerical solution are the same as those of the 
exact solution. 
3.4.1. Case m<l  
Lenuna 3.10. For n/>0, we have the estimate 
1 - mAtF(v ,+, )< IIv.+,ll:+  -IIv.llm+l < 1 - mAtF(v , ) .  (3.20) 
m m 
Proof. The fight inequality is proved in the same way as (3.12). In order to prove the left inequality, 
we multiply (3.4) by v,+l and integrate on ~, we get 
m ~ 2 m-ldx m IIv.+l m+l +AtF(v .+l  2 - - -  ) l l v .+ ,  Jim+, =0 1 - m Vn+lVn 1 - -  m m+l 
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and by using the H61der inequality: 
fo 'm+ldx~ ( f~ 2 v n + l  Vn+lvnm-l dx)(m+l)/2 ( f -m+l dx) 
we get immediately (3.20). 
We prove again in the same way as in Lemma 3.4 that the sequence (F(vn)),>~o is nonincreasing. 
From these results, we deduce a theorem on the behavior of the numerical solution. 
Theorem 3.11. I f  ~>2~, there exists T* depending on At and on the initial condition such that 
the numerical solution Vn exists for nAt < T* and becomes infinite at T*. Besides, we have 
r* m, 
IIv, llm÷l T Zt, j I[vollm÷l. (3.21) 
I f  F(vo)<O, we have the estimate 
m IlvollmT] (3.22) 
1 - m -F (vo)"  
For the complete proof of this theorem, see [17]; we only recall the proof of (3.22) which is anal- 
V m--1 ogous to the one of (2.7). From (3.20), we deduce that the sequence (ll nllm÷l ),/>0 is nonincreasing 
if F(v0)<0 since (F(v,)),>~o is nonincreasing and we get 
m-1 1 --m IIv.+~ [Im÷l ~< IIv011mTI ÷ t,F(vo). 
m 
We deduce (3.22). 
Remark. If ~<AI, the numerical solution exists for any n>~0. If a<21, the sequence ([Iv, llm+l),~>0 
is decreasing to zero (the proof uses the left inequality of (3.20)) and if g = 21, the sequence (v,),~>0 
converges to 0pl as n --~ +co [17]. 
3.4.2. Case m>l  
In this case, we have the estimate 
m- 1AtF(V,+l)<<-IIv,+lll m--I m--1 -- 1 -IIv llm+l - -  Il ÷l <,At m F(v,) (3.23) m m 
and we deduce the following theorem [19]. (The proof is analogous to the one of the Lemma 2.3). 
Theorem 3.12. I f  ~ < 21, the numerical solution varnishes in a finite time T such that 
__  I]m÷~ (3.24) T~< m 2___L_1 IIV0 m--I 
m-121- -~ C(f2) 
So we obtain the same estimate of the extinction time as for the theoretical problem. 
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Remark. If ~ i> 21, the numerical positive solution exists for any n/> 0. 
The convergence of the scheme is proved in [17, 24]. 
4. Numerical solution of  (2.2) in the general case (r#:l) 
4.1. Case m<l  
We recall the results obtained in [18]. 
If Vn is the approximated value of v at the time level t, = nAt, the approximated value at the time 
level t,+l is solution to the problem 
m 
Vn+l (V 7-1 __ VTq~l 1) ql_ AtAvn+l = o~Atv,+ 1 vr-- 1. (4.1) 
1-m 
In the same way as for the case r = 1, we prove that this problem has a unique positive solution 
if Vn satisfies the condition 
m 
I[vnHrc~m • (1 - m)aAt" (4.2) 
Besides, if the solution v, is bounded by w, (v, ~<w,), solution of the differential equation (2.2) at 
the time level t,, then as for the theoretical problem, the numerical solution exists at least during 
the existence time of (2.1), that is Tl. 
If  we denote 
F(v)=II -= L ccvr+')dx (4.3) VlIm+~ (I r'vl 2 -  
we have again the inequality 
IIv.+l m-1 m-, 1 [Im+l --IIv.llm+, --< - mAtF(v.) (4.4) 
m 
but, this time, the sequence (F(vn))n~O is not necessarily decreasing. So, in this case, we use the 
Lyapunov functional J*(v) defined in (2.9) and we prove that the sequence (J*(Vn))n>~O is nonin- 
creasing. 
Theorem 4.1. I f  J*(vo)<<.O, we have the estimate 
IlVnl[:+~ ~< IIv011m+~ -- (1 - m)(r  - 1)at. (4.5) 
m(r + 1)G(~2) 
and the solution blows up in a finite time T* such that 
T* <.T~ m-1 m(r + 1)Cl([2) (4.6) 
'--IIv0llm+l ~(1 - m)(r  - 1)" 
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Proof. From inequality (4.4), we get 
IIVn+I m_ 1 1 - -m ( r -1£,_1  ) Ilm+l -IIv.llmT~ < Atllvnllm21 2J*(v.)- ~ dx 
m r+ 1 v .  . 
If J*(v0)~<0, then J*(v,)<~O for any n~>0 and (llvntlm+,).~>0 is an increasing sequence. But, since 
r>m, we have the inequality r+l r+l (fa)llvll. ,, Vv c Ilvllm+, <. G Lr+I(Q). 
Hence, we get 
IVn+l m--I ~ m--I lira+, ~ IIv. llm+, 
1-m r -1  
- - A t - -  - - I I v .  llr%. 
m r + 1 Cl(~C~) 
We deduce immediately inequality (4.5) and the superior bound for the blow-up time which satisfies 
T~>~T2. 
4.2. Case m>l  
4.2.1. Case 1 <<.r<<.m 
We recall the results obtained in [19, 24]. 
The theoretical problem has a global solution which may be null in a finite time. We again use 
the same scheme to compute v,+~. 
In the same way as in the case r = 1, problem (4.1) always has a nonnegative maximal solution 
and it has a positive solution if v, satisfies the condition 
m-1  
AtF(v~) < m-l - -  Ilv.ll +,. (4.7) m 
Again in this case as for the case m<l ,  the sequence (F(vn))n>O is not a decreasing sequence 
and we again use the Lyapunov functional J*(v); the sequence (J*(v,)),>~0 is decreasing. 
We have the inequality, as for r = 1, 
m-1  m--I m--1 
- IIm+, < IIv. L+, IIv.+, AtE(v.). (4.8) m 
Hence, we deduce the following result: 
Theorem 4.2. I f  J * ( vo ) <~ 0, problem (4.1) always has a unique positive solution & C2 ( ~2 )nHd(12). 
I f  J*(vo)>O, this problem has a unique positive solution at least until the time Te,. 
Proof. We use inequality (4.8) and by using the following inequality [17], 
a ~+1 -bm+l~ m+ la2(am-1-bm-l),  a,b~O, 
m-1  
we get 
m+l . IIm+l + 1 IIv. IIm+I -- II Vn+l IIm+l <m Atf(v.)llv. ll2m+l. m 
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By introducing the functional J* ,  we get 
m+l m+l m+l  ( r~t r - l fo ' r+ ldx)  IIv. ll +,- llVn+l <- At 2J*(v.)-e_----;--¢, v. m+l m 
and 
m+l m+l "~- Ilv. llm+ - IIV.+I m+l <<-2m ltnJ*(vo). 
m 
Hence if J*(v0) ~<0, [Iv,÷1 [[m+l is positive for any n~>0; i f J * (v0)>0,  it is positive at least until the 
time Tel. 
Concerning the sufficient condition of extinction, we have the same result as for the theoretical 
problem: 
Theorem 4.3. I f  Vo satisfies the hypothesis (2.12), the solution of the numerical scheme vanishes 
in a finite time T such that TI <~ T <~ Te~. 
4.2.2. Case r > m. 
The results of this part are detailed in [19, 24]. The solution of the theoretical problem may 
blow-up or vanish in a finite time. The solution of (4.1) may become null in a finite time, but it 
cannot blow up in a finite time when this physical peculiarity appears for the continuous problem. 
So, we propose to use a more general scheme in this case. 
We define v,+~ as the solution of the problem 
m 
=At(elv,+lv, +e2Vm+lV . ) (4.9) m-  1 v,+l (v,m+-ll-v: -1) +AtAv,+, r - -1  m r - -m 
with el +e2 = c¢, el, e2 > 0. 
With el = 0, the solution of (4.9) may become null or infinite in a finite time. But this solution 
is not always bounded by the solution of the ordinary differential equation (2.2) as it is the case 
for the exact solution; it depends on the values of r and m. So, we choose el and e2 such that the 
numerical solution is bounded by the solution of the differential equation and is as close as possible 
to this solution. We take 
2m-  1 - r  r -m 
e l -  e, e2 - - -e  i f r< .m<.2m-1 ,  (4.10) 
m-1  m-1  
e l=0,  ~2=e if r>>.2m-1. (4.11) 
The problem (4.9) has a maximal nonnegative solution if vn satisfies 
m 
IIv.ll  < (4.12) 
(m - 1)Ate2 
and it has a unique positive solution if v. satisfies 
m-1  
- -A tF (v . )< IIv.llm :, (4.13) 
m 
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where in this case the functional F is defined by 
F(v) = IlVllm+:, £ (I 7Vl2-- 1 vr+') dx. (4. 14) 
Besides, the solution Vn+l is bounded by the solution of (2.2) at the time level tn+l. Then this 
solution exists at least during the time T~. 
We again use the functional J*;  the sequence (J* (vn))n >~o is decreasing and we have the inequality 
m+l m+l m+l  ( 2 LV:+ 1 m-- l f r _mm+l)  
I[v,l[m+l-llV,+lllm_l <<. At Ffv,)llv, llZm+l m+ 1 ~2 m - -  dx-~2~--~-]- jQ v n v,+ l dx . 
(4.15) 
From this inequality, we deduce the following result: 
Theorem 4.4. I f  J* (vo ) <~O, the numerical solution blows up in a finite time T* such that T1 <~T* 
<<. T~ where T~ >1 T2. l f  J* (vo ) > O, problem (4.1) has a maximal nonnegative solution at least until 
the time Tl; this solution is positive during a nonempty lapse of time and can become null only 
after the time Te,. 
To prove this theorem, we use inequality (4.15). 
Theorem 4.5. I f  Vo satisfies the hypothesis 
r -1  r--m m--l(  1AtHvol]~m) c(f2) Ilvoll  IlVOIIm+, < 1 -~m-  m-1  m 
r -1  
Ilvo[l~m m-I IlVollm+,<C( ) if r>~2m-1, m-1 
if r <2m-1 ,  (4.16) 
(4.17) 
the solution of the numerical scheme vanishes in a finite time T such that T <<. T' where e2 
T'e2=Te,+O(At ) if r<2m-l,T'e2=Te2 if r=Zm-1 .  
In any case the solution Vn+ 1 is computed by the iterative method defined for r= 1 and the 
convergence of the scheme is again proved in [18] for m < 1 and in [24] for m > 1. 
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